Summary Review of UNDAF Outcomes 2013-2014
The UNDG World We Want Consultative Processes

**WHY:** Need for more pluralism than how the MDGs were created

**HOW:**
Over 5 million people have voiced their opinion through the MY World Global Survey, Thematic consultations and 88 national consultations

**WHAT DID WE FIND?**
- People want to build on the MDGs
- More ambition this time
- Honest and responsive governments, more focus on equality and putting world on a more sustainable path.
• 34 recent UNDAFs (starting in 2013-2014) reviewed
• Country Contexts : 18 LICs, 13 LMICs and 3 HMICS
• 10 DaO countries, and 12 with MDG Acceleration Frameworks (MAFs).
The Unfinished Business of MDGs...
"Newer" Thematic Areas under the SDGs...
Climate Change and Environmental SDGs...
Governance, Means of Implementation, Partnerships...
Tweets

Kanni Wignaraja @kanniwignaraja - Oct 27
New stories from the field on UN delivering together @dao2015 Makes sense for better results, savings, relevance. dropbox.com/sh/mni5ql6i7oh...

Helen Clark @HelenClarkUNDP - Oct 29
A sad day in #Zambia today as citizens awoke to news that President Michael Sata has passed away. RIP theguardian.com/world/2014/oct...
@UNDPZambia

Kanni Wignaraja @kanniwignaraja - Oct 27
UN Learning Hub on Post 2015 opens for business today - take a look at